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K&K Advocates proudly announces the appoinment of 4 new Senior
Associates which are Bhredipta Cresti Socarana, Siti Mariam Nabila, Bintang
Leo Naibaho and Ratu Aurora. They are the most talented and highly
dedicated lawyers.
Bhredipta Cresti Socarana joined K&K Advocates in 2016. He graduated from
the University of Gadjah Mada for which then he commends his career with us
in the same year. Bhredipta has strongly focus on Corporate matters. He has
provided legal assistance including regulatory advisory on personal data
protection, over-the-top platform, gaming, artificial intelligence, advertising and
marketing, broadcasting, cyber-security, telecommunication licensing, i.e.
satellite and undersea cable, and domain name dispute. He has completed a
number of government out rich programs for clients with various backgrounds
from finance to fashion industry.

Siti Mariam Nabila graduated from the University of Indonesia and immediately
joined K&K Advocates in 2015. She is specialized in Intellectual Property,
particularly in regard to prosecution, due diligence and its legal commercial
matters.
Bintang Leo Naibaho graduated from the Bandung School of Law in 2012 and
joined K&K Advocated in 2017. He is a skilled court litigator and particularly
handles labor issues, bankruptcy, corruption cases, and state administrative
disputes.
Ratu Aurora graduated from Jakarta’s Trisakti University in 2012 and joined
K&K Advocates in 2015. She is a senior member of the Intellectual Property
team at the Firm. She leads non contentious Intellectual Property matters that
includes trademark and patent registration. Aurora is a licensed advocates and
a member of Indonesian Advocates Association (PERADI) since 2018 and she
also bears the government Intellectual Property Consultant license.
We strongly believe that the appointment will add positive energy to the Firm’s
objective in providing excellent legal services toward the Firm’s as steamed
clients. The promotion also proof our commitment to our lawyers and clients
that the Firm selects and grooms only talented lawyers to ensure the
achievement of our client’s and Firm’s goals.
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